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Abstract
This investigation examines how consumer durable goods producers can leverage virtual reality for new product development.
First, the authors develop a prelaunch sales forecasting approach with two key features: virtual reality and an extended macroflow model. To assess its effectiveness, the authors collect data from 631 potential buyers of two real-world innovations. The
results reveal that the new approach yields highly accurate prelaunch forecasts across the two field studies: compared with the
actual sales data tracked after the product launches, the prediction errors for the aggregated first-year sales are only 1.9% (Study
1a, original prelaunch sales forecast), .0% (Study 1b, forecast with actual advertisement spending), and 20.0% (Study 1b, original
prelaunch forecast). Moreover, the average mean absolute percentage error for the monthly sales is only 23% across both studies.
Second, to understand the mechanisms of virtual reality, the authors conduct a controlled laboratory experiment. The findings
reveal that virtual reality fosters behavioral consistency between participants’ information search, preferences, and buying
behavior. Moreover, virtual reality enhances participants’ perceptions related to presence and vividness, but not their perceptions
related to alternative theoretical perspectives. Finally, the authors provide recommendations for when and how managers can use
virtual reality in new product development.
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Introducing a new consumer durable product to the market is an
important but risky endeavor (Hauser, Tellis, and Griffin
2006). Research thus far provides rich insights regarding various aspects of new product development (NPD) that help firms
manage these risks. For instance, investigators have examined
customer integration during NPD (Chang and Taylor 2016) and
drivers of new product success (Henard and Szymanski 2001).
However, knowledge on how to leverage new technologies
such as virtual reality to improve NPD is scarce, despite their
high potential (Hauser, Tellis, and Griffin 2006) and several
recent calls for such research (Marketing Science Institute
2018; Weingarden 2018).
The paucity of research on virtual reality use in NPD is
especially surprising in a consumer durables context, as virtual
reality technologies have improved significantly in terms of
their visualization and automated-tracking capabilities, and
they can now elicit and track extensive consumer experiences
(Cipresso et al. 2018). Leveraging these technological
improvements could help durables producers perform their
NPD tasks. For instance, because the market success of

durables may strongly depend on consumers’ experiences
(Luo, Kannan, and Ratchford 2008), better simulation and capture of these experiences could improve prelaunch product
assessments (Hoeffler 2003) and help firms decrease the high
failure rates of durables, which range between 40% and 90%
(Gourville 2006; Jhang, Grant, and Campbell 2012). In addition, evidence indicates that extensive experiences can be created and assessed in virtual reality, even for products that do
not yet exist as firms only need a virtual blueprint or 3D model
of the new product (Hershfield et al. 2011; Serranoa et al.
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2013). Thus, durables producers could get consumer insights
earlier in the NPD process by relying on virtual reality, resulting in advantages such as better aligned production and commercialization plans or cost reductions (Cao and Zhang 2021;
Markovitch et al. 2015).
For these reasons, we examine how consumer durable goods
producers can utilize virtual reality—a simulated environment
that allows the consumer to interact with it (Lurie and Mason
2007)—to improve their NPD. We focus on virtual reality for
prelaunch sales forecasting and then discuss implications for
other NPD tasks. In particular, we examine the following:

and easy to imagine), but not through alternative theoretical
lenses, such as decision uncertainty and convenience.
Overall, our approach and findings advance the understanding of whether and how virtual reality can improve sales forecasting (RQ1: Studies 1a and 1b) and of the reasons why these
advantages arise (RQ2: Study 2). In concluding, we discuss the
studies’ implications for future research—including a road map
for future marketing studies on better prognoses, diagnostics,
and customer linking through virtual reality (Day 1994)—and
nonacademic audiences—including an action plan for the use
of virtual reality in NPD.

RQ1: (How) does virtual reality improve prelaunch sales
forecasting?

RQ1: (How) Does Virtual Reality Improve
Prelaunch Sales Forecasting?

RQ2: Why do virtual reality simulations (vs. traditional
studio tests with real products) lead to advantages in
forecasting?

Approach

To examine RQ1, we developed a new prelaunch sales forecasting approach that employs virtual reality, together with an
extended macro-flow model. We tested the new approach in
two field studies (Studies 1a and 1b) with two real-world innovations that our collaborating companies actually introduced.
In total, a representative sample of 631 potential buyers participated in the field studies. Using one year of actual sales data
provided by GfK, a leading European market research agency,
we validated our prelaunch sales forecasts after the launch of
the two innovative durables. The results show that the new
approach achieves high prelaunch forecasting accuracy with
errors for the aggregated first-year sales forecasts of 1.9%
(Study 1a), .0% (Study 1b, forecast with actual advertisement
spending), and 20.0% (Study 1b, original prelaunch forecast) as
well as a mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) of 18.6%
(Study 1a), 26.5% (Study 1b, forecast with actual advertisement spending), and 44.4% (Study 1b, original prelaunch forecast) for the monthly sales forecasts across the two studies. In
addition, a comparison of our forecasts with the strongest
benchmark model demonstrates that this new forecasting
approach improves monthly forecasting accuracy by over
30%. In a supplemental analysis, we furthermore approximated
that a substantial part of this improvement can be attributed to
the virtual reality key feature of the approach.
To address RQ2, because we could not determine from the
field studies why virtual reality contributes to sales forecasting
accuracy, we conducted a laboratory experiment (Study 2,
n ¼ 210). Participants were randomly assigned to one of three
conditions: (1) lab virtual reality, (2) online virtual reality, or
(3) a studio test with real products. The findings reveal that the
forecasting advantages of virtual reality emerged because virtual reality participants on average behaved more consistently
in terms of their information search, preferences, and purchase
behavior within the simulation than the studio test participants.
The results also indicate that these differences can be explained
by increased presence (i.e., the extent to which participants feel
they are actually in the simulation) and vividness (i.e., the
extent to which participants feel that the simulation is detailed

Researchers have focused on forecasting models for new durables that are applied close to launch (Bolton 2003; Goodwin,
Meeran, and Dyussekeneva 2014). However, firms need a precise sales forecast early in NPD to improve their investment
decisions (Markovitch et al. 2015) and to align their production,
marketing, and distribution plans (Cao and Zhang 2021).
Although knowledge is lacking on the prelaunch sales forecasting of durables, sophisticated models for consumables exist that
achieve high forecasting accuracy by using a trial-and-repeat
logic (Fader, Hardie, and Huang 2004; Silk and Urban 1978).
However, these models are not applicable to durables, which
are purchased infrequently and are therefore not subject to trialand-repeat purchases (Grewal, Metha, and Kardes 2004). We
address this research gap and develop a new prelaunch sales
forecasting approach for consumer durables with two key features: virtual reality and an extended macro-flow model.

Key Feature: Virtual Reality
The use of a virtual reality simulation for the new approach was
motivated by virtual reality’s visualization and automatedtracking capabilities. We explain these two capabilities and
then discuss the virtual reality types that leverage these capabilities to a varying extent (Table 1).
Visualization capability. By “visualization capability,” we refer to
the ability to simulate new products, customer touchpoints, and
environments in a comprehensive, realistic, and engaging manner. Drawing on previous work (Cipresso et al. 2018; Lurie and
Mason 2007; Morales, Amir, and Lee 2017; Urban, Weinberg,
and Hauser 1996), we theorized that the visualization capability would be valuable for forecasting: if consumers are
immersed into the simulation and the simulation is comprehensive and similar to reality, they might be more likely to act
throughout the simulation as they would in a real durable purchasing situation. As Table 1 shows, virtual reality has a higher
visualization capability than previous multimedia approaches
or studio tests used for prelaunch forecasting. This advantage
can be attributed to virtual reality’s simulation scope, similarity
to reality, and immersion.
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Tracking of
behavior

Web-Animated
Prototypes
(Dahan and
Srinivasan 2000)

Medium
Focused on senses with
regard to product
interactions:
Use of a computer to see
the shelf and different
products, use of
keyboard and mouse
for interactions
Medium Interactivity,
Automated Tracking
 Explore different
products placed on shelf
 Pick products up from
shelf and turn them to
see them from all angles
 Put products in basket
for purchase

Low Interactivity, No
Tracking
 Replay the
animation/video
of the product

Low
Focused on seeing
the product:
Use of a computer
to see different
animated
products

Low
Low
2D view of programmed
2D view of
virtual shelf incl.
animated
products from different
products
angles
viewed

Low
Low
Focused on a virtual shelf Webpage showing
with different products
different
and some information
products
on products

Information Acceleration
(Urban et al. 1997; Basis for Virtual Shelf
Benchmark in Studies 1a
Simulation
and 1b)
(Burke 1996)

Multimedia Approaches

Medium
Sections of environment with
new product and one
competitor product with
detailed information on the
two products
Medium
2D view of sections of
environment and two
products from different
angles based on pictures and/
or videos of actual setting
Immersion
Medium
Senses with regard to product
and sections of environment
interactions:
Use of a computer to see
sections of environment and
two products, use of
keyboard and mouse for
interactions
High Interactivity, Automated Tracking High Interactivity, Automated Tracking Medium Interactivity, Tracking Was
Interactivity High Interactivity, Tracking
Not Implemented
Through Observation
 Walk through store
 Walk through store
 Explore different products placed  Explore different products within  Change to predefined
 Walk through store
on shelf
the store
positions to view the product
excerpt (i.e., shelf)
from different angles
 Explore different products  Pick products up from shelf and  Pick products up from shelf and
placed on shelf
turn them to see them from all
turn them to see them from all  Ask predefined questions
angles
angles
regarding the product
 Pick products up from shelf
and turn them to see them  Put products in basket
 Put products in basket
from all angles
 Go to checkout and purchase any  Go to checkout and purchase any
product
product
 Put products in basket

Online Virtual Reality
(This Investigation:
Studies 1a, 1b, 2)

Virtual Reality

Very High
Very High
Comprehensive environment (e.g., Comprehensive environment (e.g.,
entire local retail store) with
entire local retail store) with
many different products and
many different products and
detailed information on products
detailed information on
products
Very High
High
3D view of the environment and
2D view of the environment and
products from 360 degrees and
products from 360 degrees and
first-person perspective based
first-person perspective based
on 360-degree pictures of actual
on 360-degree pictures of actual
setting
setting
Medium
Very High
High
Senses with regard to product Senses with regard to product and Senses with regard to product and
interactions:
environment interactions:
environment interactions:
Use of own eyes for seeing
Use of a head-mounted display to
Use of a computer to see the whole
the shelf with the products
see the whole store and
store and products, use of
and hands for interactions
products, use of and controllers
keyboard and mouse for
for immersing user’s motions and
immersing user’s interactions
interactions

Medium
Focused on a shelf due to
limited studio space with
many different products
and detailed information
on products
Similarity to Medium
reality
Standing in front of a shelf
with real products

Visualization Simulation
scope

Capability

Physical Product
Experience
Studio Test with Real
Products in a Shelf
Lab Virtual Reality
(e.g., Castro, Morales,
and Nowlis 2013; Basis for (This Investigation:
Studies 1a, 1b, 2)
Benchmark in Study 2)

Table 1. Differences and Similarities of Physical Product Experience, Virtual Reality, and Multimedia Approaches.
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First, virtual reality can span a very high simulation scope.
This attribute is due to its ability to simulate all facets of purchase journeys with many different products and detailed
depictions of various information sources and shopping environments, such as online shops or local retail stores (Grewal
et al. 2020; Lemon and Verhoef 2016). In building on these
insights, we expected that, compared with previous multimedia
approaches and studio tests, virtual reality would motivate
more realistic consumer behavior due to the increased liveliness of the simulation (Morales, Amir, and Lee 2017; Schlosser
2006). This anticipation is because, to reduce costs and complexity, prior approaches relied on more focused and less
detailed simulations, such as displaying the new product on a
shelf alongside only a few competitors (Table 1).
Second, virtual reality can achieve a (very) high similarity to
reality. This attribute is due to its ability to showcase the simulated shopping environment and products from 360 degrees and
first-person perspective based on 360-degree pictures of the
actual setting. Thus, in line with previous research in related
fields (Grewal et al. 2020), we expected that virtual reality
would increase similarity to reality compared with previous
multimedia approaches and physical product experiences, such
as studio tests (Table 1). This anticipation is because previous
approaches relied on either third-person perspectives via pictures, image galleries, and infomercials or on simulating parts
of reality (e.g., a shelf with physical products or only the products) in a less genuine manner.
Third, virtual reality simulations can achieve a (very) high
immersion of consumers. This attribute exists because, using
additional virtual reality equipment (e.g., head-mounted displays, motion controllers), it can deeply transport consumers
into a simulation by stimulating their senses intensively (Swaminathan et al. 2020). In contrast, previous approaches would
either immerse fewer senses or focus on consumers’ immersion
related to the product (but not the environment) (Table 1).
Thus, we expected that virtual reality (vs. previous approaches)
would motivate more realistic behavior by further increasing
consumers’ perceived transportation into the simulation.
Automated-tracking capability. Automated-tracking capability is
the ability to directly collect data of consumers’ interactions
with the simulation. The recorded data can encompass the type
of interaction performed by the consumer (e.g., entering a
simulated environment, operating a product in the use environment) as well as the duration of each interaction. We theorized
that an automated-tracking capability would be valuable for
sales forecasting: prelaunch sales forecasting models could
integrate such behavioral data as inputs, which might increase
forecasting accuracy (Morales, Amir, and Lee 2017; Urban
et al. 1997).
Virtual reality has an automated-tracking capability advantage over previous approaches, which relied on observations to
capture consumers’ actions and focused on collecting data on
interactions with the products (Table 1). In contrast, due to
sophisticated computer-based simulation technology and
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motion-tracking sensors, virtual reality offers additional
options to interact with both the simulated environment and
the products (Cipresso et al. 2018). Moreover, because these
interactions occur digitally, they can be directly tracked
(Cipresso et al. 2018; Grewal et al. 2020).
Virtual reality types. Virtual reality simulations essentially fall
into two main categories: lab virtual reality and online virtual
reality. Lab virtual reality requires data gathering in a central
location, as it uses additional equipment for viewing and interacting with the simulated environment (e.g., head-mounted displays, sensory input devices, power walls). This equipment
allows lab virtual realities to offer many highly intuitive
interaction possibilities (Cipresso et al. 2018). For instance,
head-mounted displays automatically react to the user’s head
movements and change the perspective and picture. Moreover,
hand movements can be detected by motion-tracking sensors or
virtual reality controllers and mimic and perform these actions
within the simulation. Thus, using gesture control, consumers
within a lab virtual reality can move around freely in the simulation, pick up items from shelves, and operate or buy products
(e.g., through hand movements).
In contrast, an online virtual reality can be accessed from
anywhere via the internet as it is displayed on a computer and
does not need additional equipment. Owing to sophisticated
graphics and 360-degree views from the first-person perspective, online virtual realities can realistically depict products and
environments at comparatively low costs (Bowman and
McMahan 2007). However, compared with lab virtual realities,
online virtual realities stimulate fewer senses and provide less
intuitive interaction possibilities (e.g., clicking on a mouse vs.
motion-tracking) while still offering high degrees of interactivity (Cipresso et al. 2018). For instance, in online virtual reality,
consumers can freely navigate in any direction within the simulated environment by clicking in that direction, and the position
and perspective changes automatically. Participants can select
different products with the cursor, pick a product up by clicking
on it, and then view it from 360 degrees, put it back on the
shelf, or buy it as they would in a real store.
Thus, as Table 1 shows, lab virtual realities and online virtual
realities are very similar in terms of their automated-tracking
capability but differ with respect to their visualization capability. Both lab and online virtual realities can achieve similarly
high levels of simulation scope and interactivity, but lab virtual
realities are likely to create more immersive and realistic environments, due to the usage of additional virtual reality equipment. Figure 1 provides visuals and screenshots that illustrate
both virtual reality types. See the subsection “Studies 1a and 1b:
Research Setting, Data, and Analyses” for a depiction on how
we use both virtual reality types in field studies.

Key Feature: Extended Macro-Flow Model
Macro-flow models forecast the sales of new products over
time before their market launch (Urban, Hauser, and Roberts
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Figure 1. Visuals and screenshots of virtual reality environments.
Notes: *Due to confidentiality agreements, we are not allowed to show the real products and their actual functionalities. Therefore, we show placeholders instead.
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Behavioral States (Simplified)

Flows and Equations

Unaware

Aware via WOM of
other consumers

Flow: Equations 1–4
1. Aware due to WOM

Aware via ads
from the company

Aware via
third-party information

Aware of new product

In the market

Visit local
retail store

Visit online
shop

View online
magazine

View retailer
website

Buy new product

2. Aware due to ads
3. *Aware due to thirdparty information
4. *Overall awareness

Measures Used in Application
Determinants:
Individual susceptibility to WOM, total number of previous
buyers
Individual susceptibility to ads, ad spending per month
*Individual susceptibility to third-party information, number
of similar products per month, time since launch
*Sum of Equations 1–3

Flow: Market size

Determinants: Aggregated monthly market size for
product category from GfK data

Flow: *Equation 5

*Determinants:
Individual actions, time, and visits per information source
and product (from virtual reality data)
Previous macro-flow model: % of participants who visit a
dealer

Flow: *Equations 6–7

*Determinants:
Individual preference measurement, individual buying
behavior (from virtual reality data)
Previous macro-flow model: % of participants who intend to
buy the new product
*Dependent variable:
Calculated purchase probability of new product at time (t)

View use
environment

Flow: *Equation 8
Forecast: Equation 9

Legend:
Macro-flow model by Urban, Hauser, and Roberts (1990)
*Our extension

Dependent variable:
Aggregated sales for new product per month
Validation of forecast: Aggregated monthly actual sales
data of new product from GfK point-of-sale tracking

Figure 2. Behavioral states, flows, and determinants in the extended macro-flow model.
Notes: The behavioral states shown on the left are simplified. For a detailed depiction, see Figure W1.1 in Web Appendix.

1990). In contrast, alternative forecasting models either do not
allow for a prediction over time (e.g., conjoint analysis) or
cannot be applied prior to the launch (e.g., diffusion models).
To derive a sales forecast over time, macro-flow models predict
the flows of potential buyers from one state of the purchase
journey to the next. To make these predictions prelaunch, they
require a purchase journey simulation (Urban, Weinberg, and
Hauser 1996). Macro-flow models consist of three elements:
behavioral states, the flows between these states, and the determinants of these flows (Figure 2).
Behavioral states. Behavioral states are the attitudes and actions
through which consumers flow in their purchase journey
(Urban, Hauser, and Roberts 1990). As Figure 2 shows, we
extended previous macro-flow models in the awareness, information search, and purchase decision state. For creating awareness, previous macro-flow models considered word of mouth
(WOM) and advertisements (Urban, Hauser, and Roberts 1990;
Urban, Weinberg, and Hauser 1996). To adjust for the presence
of the internet (e.g., social media, blogs) and its impact on
consumer behavior (Xiong and Bharadwaj 2014), we added
awareness via third-party information. For information search,
previous macro-flow models included a showroom visit, a test
drive (Urban, Weinberg, and Hauser 1996), or a consumer
magazine and recommendations from others (Urban et al.
1997). To capture consumers’ information search more broadly
(Lemon and Verhoef 2016), our extended macro-flow model
includes five frequently used information sources: a local retail
store, an online shop, the producer’s website, an online

magazine, and a use environment. Finally, previous macroflow models captured the purchase decision state in terms of
buying either the new product or a competitor product, thus
forcing participants to make a decision. In contrast, to account
for the possibility that consumers delay their purchase or
refrain from buying (Grewal, Metha, and Kardes 2004; Srinivasan, Rutz, and Pauwels 2016), we added a no-purchase
option.
Flows between the behavioral states. Flows between the states are
defined as the proportion of consumers transitioning from one
behavioral state to another (Roberts, Nelson, and Morrison
2005; Urban, Hauser, and Roberts 1990). All flows build on
logit and negative exponential models (Hauser and Wisniewski
1982). We focus the description below on the new and updated
flows but summarize all equations in Table 2.
The first new flow is the probability of becoming aware via
third-party information (Equation 3, Table 2). We model this
flow, P t ðAwarejThirdÞ, dependent of the amount of buzz for
the product. Specifically, buzz factor Bt computes as two years1
minus the time since the announcement divided by the number
of similar products, which accounts for decreasing relevance of
buzz over time (Xiong and Bharadwaj 2014) and a decrease in
buzz as the number of similar products grow (Hoeffler 2003).
1

We select two years because for many new durables, new versions are
introduced within one to two years after launch (e.g., smartphones, kitchen
appliances, TVs).
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1  exp  b 1


Y t r
r ¼ 1 t r

Pt



2 Time since announcement ðin yearsÞ
Number of similar products

; Bt  0

f 1  exp ½ b 3  B t g, where

f 1  exp ½ b 2  A t g



PðBehaviorÞ ¼

; Vð k Þ> 0; Vð iÞ> 0

PðVirtual RealityÞ þ PðPreferenceÞ
.
2

½ V ð k Þ b

¼ mean½ P t ð Buy New ProductÞ  MarketSize t

Sourcea

The overall probability of becoming aware depends on the awareness via WOM, ads, and thirdparty information and has an upper boundary of 100%.b
The intensity of information search depends on the actions, time, and visits spent on each
product at each information source.
The preference for the new product depends on the points given to the new product compared
with the points given to the other products in the relevant set during the preference
measurement.
The probability of buying the new product depends on the preference for it and the buying
behavior during the virtual reality simulation.
The overall purchase probability depends on the awareness, information search, and the
probability of buying the new product.
The sales of the new product depend on the overall purchase probability for it and the market
size of the product category.

New, based on Urban, Hauser,
and Roberts (1990)
Urban, Hauser, and Roberts
(1990)

New

New, based on Luce (1959)

New

New

The probability of becoming aware of the new product via WOM of previous buyers depends Urban, Hauser, and Roberts
on the number of previous buyers and the susceptibility to WOM.
(1990)
The probability of becoming aware of the new product via advertisements depends on the
Urban, Hauser, and Roberts
advertisement spending and the susceptibility to advertisements.
(1990)
The probability of becoming aware of the new product via third-party information depends on New
the time since announcement of the new product and the number of similar products.

Rationale

For differences and similarities across macro-flow models, see Web Appendix W1.
From a theoretical point of view, the equation of awareness needs to subtract consumers, who become aware through two or more ways. To simplify the equation, we omitted this subtraction because even if the
consumer becomes aware through multiple ways, the maximum awareness will still be 100%, which is why we introduced the upper boundary of 100%.

b

a

(9) Sales t ð New ProductÞ

P t ð Buy New ProductÞ ¼ P t ðAwareÞ


(8) 
 1 þ P i ðInformation SearchÞ  P j ðInformation SearchÞ  PðBehaviorÞ

(7)

k¼1

(6) PðPreferenceÞ ¼ P m

½ Vð iÞ b

(4) P t ðAwareÞ ¼ P t ðAwarejWOMÞ þ P t ðAwarejAdsÞ þ P t ðAwarejThirdÞ; where
P t ðAwareÞ  1


P n
 time s  visits s
(5) PðInformation SearchÞ ¼ 1  exp  b 4 ss ¼
¼ 1 actions s

Bt ¼

(3) P t ðAwarejThirdÞ ¼ a 3

(2) P t ðAwarejAdsÞ ¼ a 2

(1) P t ðAwarejWOMÞ ¼ a 1

Flow

Table 2. Overview of Flows in the Extended Macro-Flow Model.
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Integrating this extension with the two components of previous
macro-flow models (Equation 4, Table 2) allows for calculation of the overall probability of awareness, P t ðAwareÞ .2
The next updated flow is from awareness to information
search (Equation 5, Table 2). As the time and effort in the
information search allocated to particular products indicates
purchase interest in those products (Bronnenberg, Kim, and
Mela 2016), we model the flow from awareness to information
search, P(Information Search), for each consumer for each
product depending on the number of actions, visits, and time
spent at each information source.
The next new flow is from information search to the purchase decision. This flow, P(Behavior), is calculated as the
mean of two components (Equation 7, Table 2): preferences
and the observed virtual purchases. We model the preference of
each participant, P(Preference), by asking participants to divide
a fixed number of points according to their preferences
between the products they would consider buying (Lim,
Ahearne, and Ham 2009; Luce 1959).3 We observe each participant’s virtual purchase decision, P(Virtual Reality), in the
simulation and assign different purchasing probability values
to it (i.e., 0 if no product or a competitor is bought, .2 if the
product is on the wish list, and .7 if the product is bought),
guided by previous findings on conversion schemes for purchase intentions (Chandon, Morwitz, and Reinartz 2005;
Jamieson and Bass 1989). We calculated several sensitivity
checks for these choices (Web Appendix W2) and found that
forecasting accuracy only slightly decreases if alternative
choices based on competing rationales are made.
We calculate the overall purchase probability for the new
product P t ðBuy New ProductÞ by combining all states
through multiplication following the logic of macro-flow modeling (Equation 8, Table 2). However, we also adjust the overall purchase probability of each participant depending on their
intensity of information search for the new product
P i ðInformation SearchÞ relative to the strongest competitors
P j ðInformation SearchÞ as in the end of the purchase decision
consumers commonly select between the top two products
(Ke, Shen, and Villas-Boas 2016). Finally, to calculate the sales
of the new durable at time (t), we multiply the mean of the
purchase probability of all participants for the new durable
P t ð Buy New ProductÞ with the market size MarketSize t of
the product category (Equation 9, Table 2).
Determinants of flows. The determinants of flows are the independent variables that drive the flows between the behavioral
states of the macro-flow model (Urban, Hauser, and Roberts
2

Awareness drives the dissemination of the new product in the market.
Therefore, correct calibration of awareness flow rates is critical for accurate
forecasts. However, estimating flow rates, especially without early sales data,
is difficult (Roberts, Nelson, and Morrison 2005).
3
Alternative approaches include paired comparisons (e.g., Silk and Urban
1978) or purchase intentions. Paired comparisons are not feasible, given the
number of products and attributes (Netzer and Srinivasan 2011), and purchase
intentions are assessed in Web Appendix W7.
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1990). We used the same determinants as Urban, Hauser, and
Roberts (1990) for the adopted flows and new determinants for
all newly introduced or updated flows (see Figure 2).

Studies 1a and 1b: Research Setting, Data, and Analyses
We implemented our new forecasting approach in two largescale field studies (Studies 1a and 1b) collaborating with
two different durables’ producers planning to launch new products. For data collection, we also collaborated with GfK to
enlist participants from GfK’s representative retail panels. Following standard market research procedures, we employed a
screener to identify a representative sample of consumers in
the market willing to buy a product in this product category
(Web Appendix W3).
For both field studies, the purchase journey simulation
started by creating awareness, as awareness is the necessary
precondition for consumers’ subsequent purchase journey
behaviors, and because the new durable had not been
announced to the market (Barroso and Llobet 2012). We created awareness by showing all participants actual marketing
stimuli provided by the company launching the new product.
Next, participants searched for information on the products in
the purchase journey simulation. The simulation ended when
participants bought any of the displayed products or they ended
the simulation without making a purchase (Dhar and Simonson
2003). For both field studies, we captured a virtual purchase
decision because an actual preordering of the new products was
not yet possible. After the simulation, participants allocated a
fixed number of points among the products in a preference
measurement (Luce 1959). Finally, we conducted a survey with
questions on additional input parameters (e.g., susceptibility to
WOM) for the extended macro-flow model.
The purchase journey was simulated in virtual reality.
Because our collaboration partners required accurate and
cost-effective results, we used both types of virtual reality: a
lab virtual reality (via a head-mounted display with virtual
reality controllers and motion-tracking sensors for interactions)
and an online virtual reality (via a computer screen with mouse
and keyboard for interactions). Both types showed the same
products in exactly the same environments (i.e., local retail
store, online shop, producers’ webpages, online magazine, and
use environment) and had exactly the same study flow (i.e.,
awareness creation, free information search, and the purchase
decision). In addition, both types tracked identical individuallevel behavioral data (Table 3): the type and number of actions
per product at each information source, the time per action and
product at each information source, and the visits per information source and product.
Study 1a forecasts the sales of a new kitchen appliance. The
market for this appliance is extremely competitive even though
the product is highly priced. Thus, we agreed with the collaborating producer to include 18 products in the simulation to
ensure appropriate market coverage. In total, 305 potential
buyers participated in Study 1a, with 80 in the lab and 225 in
the online virtual reality. Participants’ average age was 45
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Table 3. Data Automatically Tracked in the Lab and Online Virtual Reality Simulations.
Variables Automatically Tracked in Virtual Reality Environments
Time
(Per Action and Product)

Visits
(Per Information Source
and Product)

Information
Source

Actions
(Number per Product)

Local retail store








Product picked from shelf
 Total time in local retail store
Product viewed (in 360 degrees)  Total time per product
Product returned to shelf
 Time of viewing each product (in 360
Product put in the basket
degrees)
Product removed from basket
Product purchased

 Number of visits at local retail store
 Number of visits per product

Online shop













Product selected for detail view  Total time in online shop
Product viewed (in 360 degrees)  Total time per product
Returned to overview page
 Time of viewing each product (in 360
Search bar used
degrees)
Filters used
Sorting used
Product put on wish list
Product removed from wish list
Product put in the basket
Product removed from basket
Product purchased

 Number of visits at online shop
 Number of visits per product

Producers’
webpages







Product selected for detail view  Total time on producers’ webpages
Product viewed (in 360 degrees)  Total time on each producer’s
Product put in the basket
webpage
Product removed from basket  Total time per product
Product purchased

 Number of visits at each producer’s
webpage
 Number of visits per product

Online magazine

 Viewed product review

 Total time on online magazine
 Total time per product

 Number of visits at online magazine
 Number of visits per product

Use environment

 Product picked up/selected
 Product operated
 Product deselected

 Total time in use environment
 Total time per operated product

 Number of visits at use environment
 Number of visits per product

years, with 45% women. Study 1b forecasts the sales of a
highly innovative gardening tool. Because of the tool’s novelty,
we decided with the collaborating producer that the simulation
would include nine competitor products with varying prices,
from the product category most similar to the new tool’s area of
application. Study 1b had 326 participants with an average age
of 48 years and 50% women. In total, 101 participants completed the lab and 225 participants the online virtual reality
simulation. We used the formulas summarized in Table 2 to
calculate the forecasts in both studies. We report details on
estimated flows in Web Appendix W4.

Studies 1a and 1b: Aggregated-Level Results
Figure 3 presents the sales forecasts calculated prior to launch
for Studies 1a and 1b. We organize the aggregated results
according to their focus on external validity (i.e., forecasts
vs. actual sales and additional external validations) and internal

validity (i.e., benchmark macro-flow model, other benchmarks,
model variations, and comparison of virtual reality types)
assessments of our new virtual reality forecasting approach.
Forecasts versus actual sales. To assess the accuracy of our
new forecasting approach, we compared the prelaunch sales
forecasts with the actual monthly sales of the respective new
durable (i.e., aggregated number of units sold in one calendar
month), as recorded by GfK through its point-of-sales scanning. To assess first-year model performance, we summed the
monthly sales over the first 12 months after launch.
The results show that the prelaunch sales forecast (vs. actual
sales data) in Study 1a achieves high forecasting accuracy with a
MAPE for the monthly sales forecast of 18.6% and a forecasting
error of only 1.9% for aggregated first-year sales. For Study 1b,
the MAPE for the monthly sales forecast is 44.4%, and the
forecast deviates from aggregated first-year sales by 20.0%,
which is less accurate, mainly owing to deviations in months
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B: Study 1b: Original Prelaunch Sales Forecasts and Sales Forecasts with
Actual Advertisement Spending Compared with Actual Sales

A: Study 1a: Original Prelaunch Sales Forecasts Compared with Actual Sales
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Figure 3. Studies 1a and 1b: sales forecasts compared with actual sales after launch.

9–12 (Figure 3). As our collaboration partner pointed out, these
deviations were caused by the company’s decision to increase ad
spending after initial sales were below expectations. To reflect
the company’s decision in a recalculated sales forecast, we used
its actual ad spending for months 9–12 as input (Equation 2 in
Table 2). The forecast with the actual ad spending for months
9–12 is also shown in Figure 3 and achieves a high forecasting
accuracy (i.e., 26.5% MAPE over 12 months and .0% forecasting error for aggregated first-year sales).
Additional external validations. Because, in both studies, the sales
forecasting accuracy varies in different periods, we analyzed
when and why deviations occur. We identified three factors
that caused such deviations: external influences (e.g., unusual
weather conditions that affected sales of gardening tools, as in
Study 1b), problems during the product launch (e.g., supply
chain issues, as in Study 1a, where sales started two weeks
later than planned), and changes in marketing plans (e.g., an
increase in ad spending, as in Study 1b). As outlined in Web
Appendix W5, aggregating sales for longer time spans (e.g.,
quarterly), relying on confidence intervals, and calculating an
updated forecast can remedy these deviations.
In addition, we assessed longer-term predictions, the speed
of adoption, and early uses of our new sales forecasting
approach (Web Appendix W6). The results show that the
approach can be used for longer-term predictions, as we
demonstrate by validating a forecast for 22 months with actual
sales data from Study 1a. The results reveal that this longerterm forecast is also highly accurate, with a MAPE between
14% and 23% for the monthly sales. Moreover, the cumulative
sales forecast can be used to assess the speed of adoption and
identify the takeoff (Golder and Tellis 1997). In addition, the
results show how the approach can be used early in NPD if a
virtual blueprint of the new product exists: either by calculating

confidence intervals, as in the real-world application, or by
making scenario-based predictions.
Benchmark macro-flow model. To validate our new sales forecasting approach’s extended macro-flow model, we benchmarked it with its strongest precursor “information
acceleration” (Urban et al. 1997). To ensure comparability, the
benchmark macro-flow model uses the same behavioral states,
flows, and determinants from management judgment, survey
data, and virtual reality simulations as our new sales forecasting approach. However, we changed one component: the data
used for estimating the purchase probability. Instead of using
preferences and virtual purchases, we use the percentage of
people who intended to buy the new product, as measured in
the survey after the purchase journey simulation. This choice
permits a prediction more in line with information acceleration
and previous macro-flow models (Urban, Hauser, and Roberts
1990; Urban et al. 1997).
The sales forecast derived from the benchmark macro-flow
model is also depicted in Figure 3 and has an average MAPE
over the first 12 months after introduction of 49.6% in Study 1a
and 74.4% in Study 1b (forecast with actual ad spending:
67.2%). It is, on average, more than 30% less accurate than the
sales forecasts derived from the extended macro-flow model
(Study 1a: 18.6%; Study 1b: 44.4% [forecast with actual ad
spending: 26.5%]). This comparison of the extended macroflow model with the benchmark macro-flow model, which still
uses virtual reality and all other amendments of the macro-flow
model, provides strong evidence of the new approach’s incremental contribution to the literature. However, we cannot
assess from these results the incremental value of either the
other amendments to the macro-flow model (for the value of
different extensions, see the “Model Variations” subsection) or
the use of virtual reality (for the value of virtual reality for
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prelaunch sales forecasting, see the “Supplemental Analysis”
section).
Other benchmarks. For further benchmarking the sales forecast
calculated using the extended macro-flow model, we also compare it with conjoint analysis, other approaches to sales forecasting that require different data such as diffusion and
utility models, and purchase intention conversion schemes
(Web Appendix W7). The results reveal that the new approach
overall achieves the highest forecasting accuracy. However,
other forecasting approaches, such as conjoint analysis or surveys on purchase intentions, are generally associated with
fewer data-gathering efforts and therefore provide alternatives
for firms that have time or money constraints or need different
or more high-level insights (e.g., estimating willingness to pay
or making go/no-go decisions).
Model variations. We validated the extensions of the macro-flow
model using model variations, which take out one new component at a time. Importantly, we could take out only the amendments we made to the macro-flow model as they are not shown
as a stimulus in the simulation. Assessing the relative impact of
amendments related to the simulation (e.g., use of virtual reality, the no-buy option, or the search for information) is not
possible because participants’ experiences in the simulation
cannot be undone. To assess the impact of using virtual reality
we ran a supplemental analysis, which we discuss after Study 2.
Comparing the model variations (Table 4), we conclude that
the greatest impact on forecasting accuracy due to macro-flow
model extensions comes from the combination of virtual purchases with preferences in the purchase decision stage (Equation 7, Table 2; average accuracy increases across Studies 1a
and 1b by 54.0%, with 15.8% coming from virtual reality data
on the purchase decision and 38.2% from the preference measurement; see Variants 5 and 6 in Table 4). Adding awareness
via third-party information (Equation 3, Table 2) leads to an
average accuracy increase across the two studies by 29.8% (see
Variant 1 in Table 4), whereas the contribution to forecasting
accuracy is lower for the extensions of previous macro-flow
models in the information search states (Equation 5, Table 2;
average accuracy increase across the two studies by 3.2%; see
Variants 2–4 in Table 4).
Notably, findings showed that the preferences and the virtual purchases complement one another (Variants 5 and 6 in
Table 4). Specifically, although observing a participant’s
virtual purchase (i.e., yes/no decision between purchasing vs.
not purchasing) may be more representative of their choice,
observing a nuanced preference may help incorporate some
of the participant’s uncertainty when making this choice. These
rationales are also reflected in the results. First, the results
reveal the highest forecasting accuracy across Studies 1a and
1b when virtual purchases and preferences are used together,
confirming the intuition that combining the approaches allows
for leveraging the advantages of both and increases forecasting
accuracy (Granger 1989). Second, the results show that while
preferences have a higher incremental value in Study 1a
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(expensive product from a high-involvement product category), the incremental value of including the virtual purchases
is higher in Study 1b (lower-cost product from a lowinvolvement product category). This is in line with studies
showing that uncertainty can lead to increased selection of the
no-choice option when products are associated with either high
involvement or high financial risk (Bloch and Richins 1983;
Gunasti and Ross 2009).
Comparison of virtual reality types. Finally, we compared the lab
and online virtual realities. To assess whether the differences in
the similarity to reality and immersion between the two (Table
1) lead to differences in sales forecasting accuracy, we compared aggregate sales forecasts derived solely on the basis of
the lab participants and the online participants. In line with our
expectations, the results reveal that in both studies the forecasting accuracy is higher for the lab (vs. online) virtual reality and
increases on average by 6%.

Studies 1a and 1b: Individual-Level Results
Individual-level purchases. To offer nuanced insight, we predicted
individual purchase behavior within the virtual reality simulation from each participant’s information search behavior and
preferences. For this purpose, we used Equations 5 and 6 and an
adapted version of Equation 8, without awareness and using
only preferences. The results reveal that across both studies, the
lab (vs. online) virtual reality condition, on average, predicts
participants’ purchase behavior within the simulation 6.5%
more accurately. For Study 1b (Study 1a), we correctly predicted the purchase decision of 72.6% (54.1%) of the lab and
only 62.4% (51.2%) of the online participants. The percentage
of correct predictions is higher in Study 1b because Study 1a
covers more products (Study 1b: 10 products; Study 1a: 18
products). In line with these aggregated findings, individual
behavior prediction results show that, on average, lab
(vs. online) virtual reality participants’ behavior in the simulation was more consistent with actual buyer behavior.
Behavioral consistency. Behavioral consistency refers to the
extent to which consumers move through their purchase journey (i.e., from searching information to building preferences
and making the purchase decision) in a coherent manner (Smith
and Swinyard 1983). We focus on behavioral consistency,
because actual purchase behavior for durables tends to be a
result of—and therefore, consistent with—consumers’ information search behavior and preferences (Hauser, Urban, and
Weinberg 1993; Howard and Sheth 1969; Hu, Du, and Damangir 2014; Lemon and Verhoef 2016). Understanding differences in behavioral consistency between the virtual reality
simulation types could therefore provide first insights regarding the drivers of the prediction accuracy differences. More
precisely, in integrating insights from research on durable purchasing behavior (Hauser, Urban, and Weinberg 1993; Lemon
and Verhoef 2016) and virtual reality in other fields (Cipresso
et al. 2018), we expect that lab virtual reality would motivate
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P

P
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P

Virtual
Purchases

82.1%
44.6%
43.9%
44.5%
72.0%
51.0%

40.4%
20.2%
23.7%
18.6%
22.7%
88.4%

P
P
P
P
P

Monthly Forecast
Study 1b
44.4%

Monthly Forecast
Study 1a

Accuracy

18.6%

P

Preferences

Purchase Decision

P
P
P
P
P
P
Due to Extensions in the Awareness Stage
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
Due to Extensions in the Information Search Stage
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
Due to Extensions in the Purchase Decision Stage

P

Ads WOM Third Actions Time Visits

Information Search

47.3%
69.7%

32.4%
33.8%
31.5%

61.3%

31.5%

Mean Studies 1a
and 1b

þ29.8%
þ29.8%
þ.9%
þ2.3%
þ/.0%
þ3.2%
þ15.8%
þ38.2%
þ54.0%

Basis for comparison

Mean Studies 1a
and 1b

Accuracy Increase

Notes: The checkmark (P) indicates that the model component is included. With this comparison, we investigate the incremental value of the extensions we made to the macro-flow model. However, it is impossible to
extract the incremental value of virtual reality for the new forecasting approach from this table, because all depicted variants are computed based on an entire virtual reality consumer purchase journey and market
environment simulation. For the value of virtual reality, see Table 6.

Extended macroflow model
Variant 1
Accuracy Increase
Variant 2
Variant 3
Variant 4
Accuracy Increase
Variant 5
Variant 6
Accuracy Increase

Model

Awareness

Table 4. Impact of Macro-Flow Model Extensions.
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higher levels of behavioral consistency than online virtual reality—for instance, because it creates high immersion and comprehensive, realistic experiences (Table 1).
To operationalize behavioral consistency, we developed a
score reflecting these rationales: we counted the occurrence of
consistent behavior throughout the simulation and the preference measurement. The score increases by a count of 1 when
consistent behavior occurs (e.g., if a participant assigns a preference to a product that they have previously viewed, or if a
participant purchases any product for which they previously
assigned a preference). Therefore, the minimum score is 0,
indicating no consistent behavior at all (i.e., the participant
only assigned preferences to products that they did not view
and purchased a product to which they assigned a preference of
0). The maximum consistency score is the number of products
plus 1. This maximum score can be reached if a participant
assigns a preference to each product, views each product, and
purchases one.4 Confirming our expectations, the results reveal
significant differences between lab and online virtual reality for
Studies 1a and 1b, with lab participants behaving on average
more consistently than online participants (Study 1a: F(1,
303) ¼ 60.45, p ¼ .000; MlabVR ¼ 2.60 vs. MonlineVR ¼ .93;
Study 1b: F(1, 323) ¼ 27.82, p ¼ .000, MlabVR ¼ 2.08 vs.
MonlineVR ¼ 1.33).

RQ2: Why Do Virtual Reality Simulations (vs.
Traditional Studio Tests with Real Products)
Lead to Advantages in Forecasting?
Approach
The results of Studies 1a and 1b show highly beneficial consequences of using virtual reality technologies for prelaunch
sales forecasting. Moreover, the comparison between lab and
online virtual reality participants hints at increased behavioral
consistency between information search, preferences, and virtual reality buying behavior as a reason behind their superior
forecasting performance. However, the two field studies can
neither disentangle the underlying mechanisms of these benefits nor conclusively quantify the specific contribution of
using virtual reality for forecasting accuracy. To address this
void, we conducted Study 2 to examine why virtual reality
simulations lead to forecasting advantages by comparing a lab
versus an online virtual reality purchase journey simulation
versus a traditional studio test with real products (RQ2).
Finally, we use Study 2 data and results to approximate the
impact of virtual reality within the new prelaunch sales forecasting approach.

4
Consistency tends to be higher when viewing and assigning preferences for
many products compared with either when viewing only one product or when
viewing many products but assigning a preference for and purchasing only one
product.
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Virtual Reality Mechanisms
Prior work in other contexts provides several clues why virtual
reality might lead to advantages compared with previous visualization approaches. We organize these clues into two theoretical perspectives: presence and vividness. In addition, we
consider alternative lenses (i.e., convenience and decision
uncertainty), which we explain in the “Results” section. The
focus on presence and vividness is in line with our conceptualization of virtual reality for prelaunch sales forecasting (Table
1). We argue that both lab and online virtual realities differ
from traditional studio tests with real products in terms of
simulation scope, similarity to reality, and immersion, whereas
lab and online virtual realities differ only in their similarity to
reality and immersion.
Presence perspective. “Presence” refers to the phenomenon of
the participant feeling as if they are actually in the simulation
(Bowman and McMahan 2007). Consequently, presence has an
internal component (i.e., immersion—the degree to which
senses are stimulated via interactions with the simulation) and
an external component (i.e., realism of environment—the
resemblance of the simulated environment of a real environment) (Baños et al. 2000; Cipresso et al. 2018; Lurie and Mason
2007; Roggeveen et al. 2015).
Studies indicate that virtual reality may enhance consumers’
presence. For instance, virtual reality simulations provide
visual connections and realistic experiences (Grewal et al.
2020) or dynamic presentation formats that create feelings that
the user is actually experiencing the product (Roggeveen et al.
2015). We therefore expect that lab and online virtual reality
(vs. a traditional studio test with real products) leads to advantages in prelaunch sales forecasting. In addition, because lab
virtual reality uses additional equipment that may facilitate
both participant immersion and an environment that further
resembles an actual environment (Table 1), we expect that
individuals in a lab (vs. online) virtual reality would experience
higher presence. Owing to higher presence, consumers would
better imagine the simulated situation and thus behave in virtual reality much as they would in the real world (Cipresso et al.
2018; Morales, Amir, and Lee 2017).
Vividness perspective. Vividness denotes the extent to which consumers feel that a simulation is lively and detailed as well as
easy to imagine and remember (Keller and Block 1997).
According to vividness theory (Nisbett and Ross 1980), lively
simulations enhance consumers’ imagination, which reduces
the perceived effort to process the displayed information (Lurie
and Mason 2007) and increases their involvement (Grewal
et al. 2020).
In addition, studies show that interacting with a virtual
object increases vividness and produces more images in the
participant’s mind than static pictures or text (Schlosser
2006). Building on these insights, we expect that virtual reality
simulations (vs. traditional studio tests with real products) will
elicit higher vividness, which manifests in more consistent and
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realistic behavior. Because both virtual reality types can generate a very high simulation scope, we do not expect differences in vividness between them (Table 1).

Study 2: Aim, Design, and Measures
Study 2 is a between-subjects experiment (n ¼ 210) in which
we compare a purchase journey simulation between lab virtual
reality, online virtual reality, and a studio test with real products. We randomly assigned participants to one of the three
conditions, resulting in 70 participants per condition. All three
groups were asked to assess the same ten gardening tools in the
simulated local retail store as presented in Study 1b, which was
a do-it-yourself (DIY) store selling hardware and tools for
home improvement (for the lab and online virtual reality
visuals, see Figure 1). The choice to use an excerpt from Study
1b is in line with our goal for Study 2 to be comparable to
Studies 1a and 1b but to offer more control.
All information on the products was identical between the
three conditions. However, in contrast to the virtual reality
conditions with an entire DIY store with the ten gardening tools
(very high scope of the simulation), participants in the studio
test saw only a shelf with all ten gardening tools (i.e., medium
simulation scope). This more focused visualization follows
state-of-the art market research practice emphasizing the need
for a focused, but realistic, depiction of the new product and its
key competitors on a shelf as they would be in-store, but within
a neutral and quiet environment to avoid any distraction. Compared with virtual reality simulations with 360-degree depictions of the environments and products, standing in front of a
shelf with real products may create only partial similarity to
reality. Moreover, the studio test is likely to create medium
immersion, as it only stimulates senses with regard to product
interactions (vs. stimulating senses with regard to product and
environment interactions). Yet, in all three groups, participants
could interact with the products and the shelf in a similar manner: they walked to the shelf, could pick up any of the ten
products from the shelf as often as they liked, hold each one
for as long as they liked, turn it to assess it from 360 degrees,
return it to the shelf, or put it in their shopping basket for
purchase. As in Studies 1a and 1b, participants could decide
whether to assess all of the products or only some of them.
Before the simulation, participants were asked questions
regarding demographics and general characteristics. Afterward, we conducted a preference measurement and a survey
asking for participants’ assessment of the products and the
simulation. Using confirmatory factor analysis, we assessed
reliability and validity for each measure. Overall, the scales
exhibit sufficient psychometric properties: for all constructs,
the values for item reliabilities, composite reliability, and average variance extracted surpass the recommended thresholds
(Bagozzi and Yi 2012; Hu and Bentler 1995). Moreover, the
analysis of Fornell and Larcker’s (1981) criterion indicates that
discriminant validity exists for all constructs. Table 5 provides
an overview of the variables and their measurement.

Study 2: Analyses and Results
Overview and manipulation checks. We used analysis of variance
(ANOVA) to analyze the data obtained from the controlled
laboratory experiment and summarize the results in Figure 4,
Panels A–I. The findings reveal that the randomization of participants worked, as the groups did not differ with respect to
gender (F(2, 207) ¼ .11, p ¼ .894) and other traits, such as risk
aversion (F(2, 207) ¼ .04, p ¼ .961), technology experience
(F(2, 207) ¼ 1.05, p ¼ .350), and need for touch (F(2,
207) ¼ 1.40, p ¼ .248).
Behavioral consistency. Building on Studies 1a and 1b, using the
individual-level information search, preference, and purchase
behavior data from virtual reality, we assessed behavioral consistency. The results reveal significant differences in behavioral consistency between virtual reality and non–virtual
reality participants (Figure 4, Panel A). Specifically, confirming the results of Studies 1a and 1b, we find that behavioral
consistency is highest for the lab virtual reality, followed by
online virtual reality and the studio test. Therefore, in line with
our expectations, virtual reality participants show behaviors in
the simulation that are closer to actual consumer behavior than
studio test participants.
Presence and vividness. The ANOVA results provide support for
the presence and vividness perspectives (Figure 4, Panels B
and E). The findings show great differences between the
groups for the direct measures of presence and vividness. The
findings also show significant group differences for the constructs associated with the presence perspective (Figure 4,
Panels C and D): immersion and realism of the environment.5
Overall, the results confirm the rationales for why the virtual
reality advantage occurs: lab virtual realities, due to the additional equipment use, generate higher presence than online
virtual realities, whereas both virtual realities have advantages over a traditional studio test due to their higher presence
and vividness.
Alternative theoretical perspectives. As Table 5 shows, we measured further constructs to rule out alternative explanations. For
example, research on virtual reality suggests that it may facilitate consumers’ convenience (i.e., the extent to which consumers perceive the simulation as easy to use and useful) by
expediting their access to relevant decision parameters or
enhancing the possibilities to explore the products relative to
visualization modes not relying on new technologies (Grewal
et al. 2020; Heller et al. 2019; Lurie and Mason 2007).
Moreover, virtual reality simulations could reduce participants’
decision uncertainty (i.e., the extent of difficulty in making a
purchase decision) by collecting more information and better
integrating information than visualization modes that do not use
5

Realism of environment does not reflect realism of the simulation
(comprising environment, products, interactions, and the purchase decision),
as the items in Table 5 illustrate.
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I prefer not to take risks when purchasing anything.
In general, I avoid risky things.
I would rather be safe than sorry.
Compared to the average person,…
…I am highly knowledgeable regarding new technologies.
…I regard myself as very experienced in new technologies.
…I know a lot about new technologies.
I rather trust products that can be touched before purchase.
I feel more comfortable purchasing a product after physically examining it.
I feel more confident making a purchase after touching a product.

The visual depiction of the products seemed real.
The visual depiction of the products was realistic.
I could experience the products as in real life.
I was very motivated to reach an accurate evaluation of the products.
I did put much effort into the evaluation of the products.
It was important for me to examine the products carefully.

I am uncertain of my choice.
I did not know if I made the right purchase.
I felt a bit at a loss in choosing one of the products.

The simulation was convenient.
The simulation made it easy to gather information for making a purchase decision.
The simulation helped me to quickly gather information.
I found the simulation useful.
The simulation made the purchase decision easier.
The simulation enhanced my effectiveness in making a purchase decision.
I found the simulation easy to use.
The use of the simulation was clear and understandable.
Learning how to operate the simulation was easy.

How would you rate the depiction in the simulation?
Not vivid vs. vivid
Not concrete vs. concrete
Not easy to picture vs. easy to picture

I felt like I’d just been to a real store.
I forgot my actual surroundings during the simulation.
It was like I was really visiting a store.
The simulation immersed my senses.
I was able to do everything in the simulation that would have been possible in a real store.
The simulation activates the same senses as a real store visit.
The visual depiction of the store seemed real.
The visual depiction of the store was realistic.
The store shown during the simulation looked real.

Items (Seven-Point Likert Scale)

Notes: IL ¼ item loading; IR ¼ item reliability; CR ¼ composite reliability; AVE ¼ average variance extracted.

Need for touch
(Peck and Childers 2003)

Technology experience (Beatty and Smith 1987)

Manipulation Checks
Risk aversion
(Donthu and Gilliland 1996)

Task involvement (Pham 1996)

Additional Variables of Interest
Realism of product (Cho, Shen, and Wilson 2014)

Decision Uncertainty Perspective
Decision uncertainty (Rosbergen, Pieters, and Wedel 1997)

Ease of use
(Davis 1989)

Usefulness
(Davis 1989)

Convenience Perspective
Convenience
(Donthu and Gilliland 1996)

Vividness Perspective
Vividness
(Keller and Block 1997)

Realism of environment (Cho, Shen, and Wilson 2014)

Immersion

Presence Perspective
Presence

Variable

Table 5. Study 2: Overview of Variables.
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.95
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.89
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.69
.77
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.87
.77
.86
.81
.86
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.82
.77

.93
.80
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.85
.96
.98
.97

IL

.81
.94
.85
.85
.83
.63

.73
.78
.43

.94
.89
.47
.61
.81
.61

.75
.84
.88

.69
.85
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.79
.68
.77
.82
.75
.75

.48
.79
.62
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.64
.96
.67
.54
.83
.92
.97
.94

IR

.91

.95

.84

.86

.91

.93

.91

.90

.88

.83

.98

.86

.93

CR

.77

.87

.65

.68

.77

.82

.77

.75

.72

.63

.95

.68

.83

AVE
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Figure 4. Study 2: ANOVA results for virtual reality mechanisms.
*p < .1.
**p < .05.
***p < .01.
a
Direct measure of theoretical perspectives.
Notes: Error bars ¼ +1 SEs.

virtual reality (Bhagwatar, Massey, and Dennis 2018; Lurie and
Mason 2007). However, the complexity of a virtual reality
simulation, as well as usage troubles (e.g., dizziness, fatigue),
could diminish potential convenience and decision uncertainty
reduction advantages (Munafo, Diedrick, and Stoffregen 2017).
In line with these rationales, the results do not reveal differences
in the direct measures of decision uncertainty (Figure 4, Panel I)
and convenience (Figure 4, Panel F), or for constructs associated with convenience (Figure 4, Panels G and H).
Additional variables of interest. To ensure that the virtual product
representations in the lab and online virtual realities were displayed adequately, we assessed product realism (i.e., the extent
to which the depicted product resembles the real product). We
expected no differences, as the virtual product representations
were created from 360-degree pictures taken of the actual

products. The results confirm these expectations and show that
the physical and virtual products are adequate benchmarks (F(2,
207) ¼ .60, p ¼ .550; MlabVR ¼ 5.03 vs. MonlineVR ¼ 4.90 vs.
Mstudio test ¼ 5.14). In addition, the results on task involvement
(i.e., the extent to which participants were focused on the experimental task at hand) show no significant differences between the
groups (F(2, 207) ¼ 1.09, p ¼ .338; M labVR ¼ 5.84 vs.
MonlineVR ¼ 5.61 vs. Mstudio test ¼ 5.62).

Supplemental Analysis: Assessment of Virtual Reality
Advantages in Sales Forecasting
Studies 1a and 1b reveal beneficial consequences of using virtual reality technologies for prelaunch sales forecasting. Study
2 offers suggestive evidence why these benefits occurred.
However, due to the absence of a non–virtual reality control
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Table 6. Approximation of Virtual Reality’s Impact on Forecasting Accuracy.
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condition in Studies 1a and 1b and the more focused design of
Study 2 (i.e., virtual reality mechanisms), we still cannot conclusively disentangle how much of the observed forecasting
advantage can be attributed to virtual reality. To approximate
this, we jointly used the results from Studies 1b and 2:
Although Study 2 has a smaller scope and does not completely
replicate the simulation of Study 1b, both studies are comparable because they include the identical DIY store simulation.
We conducted the approximation in two steps.
First, we approximated the total effect of using (vs. not using)
virtual reality for prelaunch sales forecasting. To do so, we built
an artificial, non–virtual reality control condition for Study 1b in
leveraging the non–virtual reality control condition of Study 2
(i.e., studio test using real products): we screened Study 2 data
for differences between the virtual reality and non–virtual reality conditions in metrics that serve as inputs for forecasting. This
screening revealed that while the preferences for the focal new
durable product were highly similar across studies for the lab
and online virtual reality participants, these preferences were 1.2
times higher for non–virtual reality participants. To account for
this difference, we multiplied the preferences of Study 1b participants by 1.2 to create the artificial, non–virtual reality control
condition. Using this control condition, we then calculated
another sales forecast for Study 1b (Modification 1 in Table 6),
which uses neither virtual reality data (i.e., no actions, time, or
visits in the information search stage and no virtual purchases in
the purchase decision stage) nor virtual reality for the visualization of the purchase journey (i.e., because participants’ preferences were adjusted; see previous step). Comparing the
Modification 1 forecast with the Study 1b forecast indicates that
the usage of virtual reality accounts for an accuracy increase of
roughly 50%–70% (Table 6).
Second, we split the total effect between virtual reality’s
automated-tracking and visualization capability. To do so,
we calculated one more sales forecast (Modification 2 in Table
6) that contains virtual reality for the visualization of the purchase journey (i.e., by using original preferences of Study 1b
participants) but does not include any virtual reality data (i.e.,
no data on actions, time, or visits during information search and
no virtual purchases). Thus, comparing this modification with
the original sales forecast of Study 1b provides insights on the
contribution of virtual reality’s automated-tracking capability,
which is roughly 25%. Next, to isolate the contribution of
virtual reality’s visualization capability, we jointly interpreted
the results of Modifications 1 and 2. The joint interpretation is
necessary because it is impossible to calculate a sales forecast
using data tracked in virtual reality without having a visualization in virtual reality. Findings indicate that virtual reality’s
visualization capability accounts for a forecasting accuracy of
roughly 30%–45% in Study 1b (Table 6). Thus, the impact of
virtual reality’s visualization capability seems to be higher
than its automated-tracking capability. However, due to the
artificial nature of the non–virtual reality condition, we still
cannot conclusively disentangle the exact impact of virtual
reality.

Discussion
Summary of Key Findings
The results of Study 1a (kitchen appliance) and Study 1b (gardening tool) show that our new virtual reality sales forecasting
approach yields highly accurate predictions. Moreover, these
results indicate that these benefits occurred because lab virtual
reality motivated, on average, consistent and realistic consumer
behavior, whereas these metrics were at a lower level for online
virtual reality. To provide further insight, in Study 2 we compared the two virtual reality types with a studio test with real
products. The findings confirm that lab virtual reality simulations motivated more consistent consumer behavior than online
virtual reality, and that virtual reality creates superior behavioral consistency compared with the studio test. Moreover,
the findings indicate that these effects are due to advantages
that virtual reality creates in terms of presence and vividness,
not alternative theoretical explanations, such as convenience
and decision uncertainty. Using Study 2 and Study 1b findings
jointly allowed us to approximate that the forecasting advantage attributed to virtual reality is likely to range between 50%
and 70% (Table 6).

Theoretical Contributions and Future Research Directions
This investigation yields results that advance prior work in several ways. First, researchers have developed forecasting models
for new durables that are applied close to launch (Goodwin,
Meeran, and Dyussekeneva 2014). We advance the literature
by conceptualizing and testing a novel virtual reality sales forecasting approach that can also be applied in earlier NPD stages
because firms do not need a fully developed product but only a
virtual blueprint, which serves as input for the programming of
the virtual reality simulation. This flexible application of the
new approach is an important advancement, because in earlier
NPD stages, investments in a new product are relatively small
compared with investments in later stages (Markovitch et al.
2015). Future work could build on these insights and investigate
important extensions. For example, in both field studies, our
collaborating partners were able to categorize the products,
anticipate the time until launch, as well as the market environment at launch. However, because for some innovations and at
very early stages of NPD the categorization of a new durable
may be difficult (Web Appendix W6), future investigators could
develop more precise solutions that help anticipate the future
market environment or simulate the exact time until launch.
Second, in developing the new virtual reality forecasting
approach, we extended previous macro-flow models in three
ways. We added new behavioral states (e.g., aware by thirdparty information, extensive and flexible information search);
we introduced new equations for calculating the flows (e.g.,
Equation 5 in Table 2) and new determinants of the flows (e.g.,
behavioral data from virtual reality). Through these amendments, the extended macro-flow model covers the purchase
journey comprehensively and realistically. It is therefore likely
to be more generally applicable, as in our two field studies with
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two very different durables, than previous macro-flow models
that focused on one particular industry (e.g., automotive in
Urban, Hauser, and Roberts [1990]). Future work could build
on these insights and examine how macro-flow models as well
as the virtual reality simulations need to be adapted to adequately predict buyer behavior for other types of products or
markets and therefore extend the external validity of the new
forecasting approach. For example, if the product’s value is low
(and buyers are not very systematic in their behavior), how
should behavioral data and preference measurement data be
combined for the purchase decision stage (Equation 7, Table
2)? If the innovation is a service, are there additional determinants that need to be included in the information search stage
(Equation 5, Table 2) to account for the service’s individuality?
How should competing services be depicted in virtual reality?
Finally, if the new product is sold in a business-to-business
market with different members involved in the decision making, should they jointly use the virtual reality simulation? How
should their data be aggregated to predict the buying center
purchase decision (Equation 8, Table 2)?
Third, researchers have focused on developing and testing
prelaunch sales forecasting approaches (Urban, Hauser, and
Roberts 1990; Urban et al. 1997). We advance the literature
by providing additional insights into why forecasting advantages occur. In doing so, the findings also expand the knowledge on the mechanisms of virtual reality. However, while we
show across two large-scale field studies that the two key features we add—virtual reality and macro-flow model extensions—substantially improve the forecasting accuracy, we
cannot conclusively assess how much of the accuracy increase
is due to virtual reality. Thus, we encourage future studies on
virtual reality sales forecasting to include a non–virtual reality
control condition and to more directly isolate the impact of
virtual reality and the contributions by each of its mechanisms.
Finally, we offer the first systematic marketing study of
virtual reality in NPD. Future work should build on these
insights to further examine how firms can use virtual reality
to advance their capabilities. For example, as Day (1994) has
shown, firms’ marketing capabilities fall into two main categories: customer linking and market sensing. While we leverage virtual reality for an improved market sensing in terms of
highly accurate prognoses, future work could focus on how to
use virtual reality to improve the market sensing related to
diagnostics (e.g., by studying consumer heterogeneity or idiosyncratic purchase journeys, testing marketing materials, or
optimizing the marketing mix) and customer-linking purposes
(e.g., by integrating this knowledge into new products, offering
remote services or trainings).

Managerial Implications
Our study contains actionable implications that fall into three
categories: (1) application fields of virtual reality for NPD,
(2) visualization mode selection, and (3) guidance for implementing virtual reality for NPD. These implications are derived
from our field studies (Studies 1a and 1b), the controlled
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laboratory experiment (Study 2), and several in-depth interviews
that we conducted with senior managers of leading durable
producers.
Application fields. Despite the increasing interest in virtual reality, the in-depth interviews revealed that many companies
remain reluctant to use virtual reality as a matter of routine,
given, for instance, the complexity and costs of programming
virtual reality environments. Moreover, the interviews surfaced
that companies experience challenges when implementing virtual reality in NPD due to a lack of knowledge within the
company and that effective use cases for this technology
remain scarce. We identified prelaunch sales forecasting as a
promising application field for virtual reality. Furthermore, the
interviews hinted at additional applications for virtual reality in
NPD associated with its superior visualization capability, as a
senior manager of a global technology company pointed out:
Virtual reality is a great tool to showcase products, objects and
entire worlds. We can depict those products, objects and worlds in
a realistic manner, show them to other people and especially make
our products more easily understandable. This is something very
valuable during new product development.

Drawing on this insight and blending it with the existing literature,
we identified other use cases for virtual reality across all NPD
stages. For example, research has shown that virtual reality can be
beneficial in the early stages of NPD and improve idea generation
outcomes by creating immersive collaboration platforms (Bhagwatwar, Massey, and Dennis 2018). In addition, we demonstrate
how virtual reality can improve forecasting outcomes using realistic and comprehensive purchase journeys (Studies 1a and 1b).
Moreover, using the interview insights, we also derive use cases
for NPD’s medial stages, such as concept and product development. For instance, one of our interview partners, a senior manager of a leading household appliance producer, reported very
positive experiences with virtual prototype testing:
To make our innovation process more agile, we recently experimented with virtual prototypes and compared the results to actual
prototype testing. Stunningly, we did not find any differences in
diagnostic information between the two!6

Visualization mode selection. The results show that virtual reality
can reap large benefits, such as more flexible use throughout
NPD or more accurate prognoses. However, the results also
reveal some limitations of virtual reality: it can be expensive
and have some use constraints when testing haptics (Cipresso
6

To follow up, we conducted a lab experiment (n ¼ 100) and randomly
assigned participants to two conditions: virtual reality prototype testing or
physical prototype testing. ANOVA results showed no significant differences
in the perceived product advantage between groups (Mvirtual ¼ 4.61, SD ¼ 1.52
vs. Mphysical ¼ 4.81, SD ¼ 1.30; F(1, 98) ¼ .47, p ¼ .496), purchase intentions
(Mvirtual ¼ 3.74, SD ¼ 1.79 vs. Mphysical ¼ 4.24, SD ¼ 1.75; F(1, 98) ¼ 1.99,
p ¼ .161), or user experience (Mvirtual ¼ 5.66, SD ¼ 1.17 vs. Mphysical ¼ 5.81,
SD ¼ .94; F(1, 98) ¼ .50, p ¼ .481).
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Figure 5. Guidance for managers on when to utilize virtual reality in NPD.

et al. 2018; Munafo, Diedrick, and Stoffregen 2017). We therefore present specific guidelines for managers on how to choose
between lab virtual reality and online virtual reality, as well as
when to eschew virtual reality (Figure 5).
First, in weighing the costs and benefits of virtual reality, we
recommend that managers use virtual reality simulations to
improve NPD decisions that require early, detailed, and precise
consumer information (i.e., user experience testing, purchase
journey analyses, prelaunch sales forecasting, and point-ofsale optimization). Moreover, we suggest that the business case
for using virtual reality is especially strong if a new durable is
expensive, is highly innovative, or requires considerable
explanation. We make this recommendation because findings
reveal that using virtual reality results in realistic consumer
behavior even for these products, whereas prior work has

shown that accurately predicting sales for such products is
hardly possible with traditional methods (Hoeffler 2003).
Second, we suggest that managers carefully choose between
lab and online virtual reality as the visualization mode.
Managers should choose lab virtual reality if highly accurate
consumer insights are required, because our findings reveal that
lab virtual reality generates significantly higher presence, which
manifests in more consistent behavior. In contrast, managers
should use online virtual realities when cost constraints are high,
data gathering needs to be conducted promptly, and large samples are required. If companies require scalability and very
detailed and realistic insights, they can combine online and lab
virtual realities (Figure 5). Finally, managers should refrain from
using virtual reality when they only need high-level insights. For
example, if they need to make general go/no-go decisions or
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long-term market share predictions, virtual reality simulations
may be too expensive and traditional market research methods,
such as purchase intention surveys or conjoint analysis, are
likely to have a superior cost–benefit ratio. In addition, when
testing haptics, traditional studio tests with physical prototypes
may lead to better diagnostic information as simulating haptics
in virtual reality is difficult (Cipresso et al. 2018).
Guidance for implementing virtual reality for NPD. We have two
recommendations for managers interested in implementing virtual reality in their firms’ NPD. We recommend clearly defining the aims of using virtual reality and specifying a clear and
comprehensive implementation plan to ensure focus throughout the project (Web Appendix W8). Our experience from
working with and interviewing durable producers on new virtual reality use cases reveals that many companies get very
excited about this technology, sometimes resulting in unrealistic expectations regarding simulation scope and length. To
avoid overburdening of the virtual reality simulations, we recommend refraining from “all-in-one-solutions” and aim for one
tool for one purpose (e.g., forecasting, prototype testing). Using
virtual reality several times during NPD creates synergies
because programming of virtual prototypes or environments
can be slightly adjusted to different tests and contexts.
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